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Presentation Notes
Although this presentation was titled: why focus on NRUE in the programme, this is only one part of the presentation.The NR constraints facing the sector outlined in Henning’s overview, provide a good justification for this focus area.To add to that I’ll say something more about the concept of NRUE, and how it is a very operationally useful conceptI will also provide some explanation as to the selection of experts and topics in these presentation sessions



Why focus on NRUE? 

- As many natural resources have 
historically been either 
underpriced or unpriced, they 
have been overutilized 

 

- NRUE is a concept that can 
accommodate both better 
environmental performance and 
growth     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well …as many natural resources have historically been either underpriced or unpriced, they have therefore been overutilized – as the right incentives for economizing on the use of these resources has been absentThe results of these market failures were broadly outlined, with respect to major natural resource constraints by HenningOperationally NRUE is very useful as a concept: as it is a concept that can accommodate both better environmental performance and growth …And given, as we saw earlier, that significant growth in livestock is inevitable –it is a particularly useful and important concept in this context
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1. More efficient production can 
simultaneously ↑ output &  ↓ resource use  

2.  Proposition: gains moving from closing 
efficiency gap > gains from ↑ technology 
frontier 

NRUE -conceptually 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram explains the concept more clearly.Here …the curved lines are production functions for existing & new technologies – representing the maximum efficiency with which resources can be transformed into marketable output, in this case meat.This diagram illustrates two important concepts:First. it shows how an inefficient farm at point A, might achieve higher output and reduce it’s input requirements, moving from point A to B, by better use of existing technologies (again the coupling of better output & environmental performance)2) Secondly. It illustrates the proposition outlined in the programme, which is that there are larger gains to be made by closing efficiency gaps with already available practices/technologies [i.e. moving from A to B] than from new technologies that push already efficient producers onto a new technology frontier.  However, this proposition will be put to the test, as we look forward to hearing from our experts, and stakeholder groups through the course of this meeting.



The concept of NRUE has been embraced in CC & 
related policies/programmes  

- At national economy level: 
- China, India have mitigation targets 

based on emission intensity per unit 
of GDP (NAMA)  

- South Korea: Low Carbon and Green 
Growth Act (2009)  

- C crediting programmes for 
agriculture: 
- Energy efficiency in agriculture -CDM  

- Performance benchmarks - VCS   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concept of NRUE has been embraced particularly in CC policies, programmes and measurement standardsMost well know at the economy level is the emission intensity targets set by the large and fast growing economies of China & India in their submissions to the UNFCCC.Performance benchmarks under VCS, allow crediting on the basis of reduced emission intensitiesAn interesting question for this meeting is whether, as part of the GAA – is whether we can draw lessons from these and other initiatives – to develop something specific to livestock that embodies multiple NRs



1st presentation session:  
Definitions and findings on the natural 
resource use efficiency gap for livestock 

 

- Range of methods for measuring 
NRUE introduced 
- Frontier efficiency analysis 

- Life cycle assessment  

- Nutrient use efficiency 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this 1st presentation session we’ll hear from researchers that have been exploring the question of how best to measure NRUE, focusing on assessments for specific livestock systems and natural resources.These include:Frontier efficiency analysisLife cycle assessment Nutrient use efficiency



1st presentation session 

- Frontier efficiency analysis 
- Highly popular in the 1990’s (T. 

Coelli, R. Fare etc) 
- Originally for purpose of 

“conventional” efficiency, TFP 
assessment 

- Enjoying recent renaissance: 
-  realization that efficiency gains in 

natural and other resources often 
‘coupled’ 

- Original approach modified/expanded 
to  explicitly incorporate natural 
resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
--enjoyed particular popularity in the 1990s thanks to the work of Tim Coelli in Australia, Rolf Fare in the US and many others--(originally designed to assess the efficiency of conventional production inputs: land, human made capital, labour and other marketed inputs … This a variant of this technique was briefly introduced earlier with my slide on production frontiers … but in recent times has enjoyed somewhat of a renaissance due to the realization that efficiency gains in natural and other resources often ‘coupled’– but more so due to ongoing efforts to modify/expand the tool to explicitly embrace natural resources



1st presentation session 

- Life cycle assessment 
- Increasingly popular: 

comprehensive accounting of NRU 
& environmental impacts through 
entire production cycle 

- Prevents pollution swapping 

- Nutrient use efficiency 
- Indicators for detecting and 

quantifying inefficient nutrient use 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCA Increasingly popular: comprehensive accounting of NRU & environmental impacts through entire production cycle This important, because in some cases lower on-farm impacts can come at the expense of  an impacts associated with higher resource upstream (e.g. in the feed sector) –this can only be captured in an LCA framework- This examples also demonstrates how LCA can avoid pollution swapping, by transferring impacts from one part of the production chain to another.* Perhaps more practically, we’ll hear about the merits of some indicators for detecting and quantifying inefficient nutrient use.   All of these techniques play important but different roles in assessing NRUE – but the links between them are strong, and I expect they would be even more powerful tools when used in conjunction.



2nd presentation session: 
Findings on livestock productivity gaps and trends, and 
their implications for natural resource use efficiency 

- Focuses on “conventional” 
productivity improvements & 
implications for NRUE 

- Builds on notion that 
conventional productivity 
improvements, in some cases, 
can yield a “double dividend”: 
environmental & economic  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second session is well described by its heading in the programme:Findings on livestock productivity gaps and trends, and their implications for NRUEThis session builds on the notion traditional pursuit of productivity, and that closing of gaps in conventional productivity can in some cases yield a double dividend –environmentally and economically.



2nd presentation session: 
Findings on livestock productivity gaps and trends, and 
their implications for natural resource use efficiency 

- Global livestock TFP trends, by 
commodity and region: where is 
performance is improving fastest? 

- Implications of productivity growth 
in livestock on land use 
requirements 

- Yield gaps - can partial productivity 
indicators serve as useful proxies for 
NRUE? 

- Efficiency gains from better use of 
agricultural by-products 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We set the scene in this session with an overview of global TFP trends in livestock, by commodity and region, to paint the broad picture as to whether performance gap is closing at the global level. Carlos Ludena –the author of the only global livestock-specific TFP assessment.Sticking with productivity, we then hear about the implications how productivity growth in livestock systems is linked to land use – exploring the impact of higher rates feed-to-food efficiency on land use, among other things.We then hear about yield gaps, which are a partial productivity –we hope to get some insight as to situations where yield gaps could serve as useful proxies for NRUE, ---these measures may not be as comprehensive as those discussed in session 1, but they have the advantage in being less demanding in terms of data needs…  so given their potential time and cost savings, it’s important to identify when they can be used in place of more comprehensive methods. We’ll also hear of more practical details about efficiency gains possible from making better use of agricultural by-products in developing county ruminant systems.Of course, given the relatively early stages of exploration into these issues we anticipate many questions will not be answered – but, by the end of this session and this meeting, we at least hope to have a better idea of which questions to ask and which actions are necessary to improve NRUE.  



3rd presentation session: 
Private sector perspectives 

- Sector-specific examples of NRUE 
challenges 

- Business programmes & 
initiatives (incl.R&D, extension, 
knowledge transfer)  

- Operating within regulatory 
frameworks (e.g. cap & trade) 
that aim to enhance NRUE 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After hearing from the researchers regarding approaches to measuring efficiency and some findings from their research, we turn our attention to perspectives from the private in the final sessions. …Where we’ll hear their views on more practical implementation issues as we hear their experiences with business programmes and initiatives, including R&D, extensions and knowledge transfer---And also experiences working within regulatory frameworks that aim to enhance NRUE.



Thank you 
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